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Comment Submitted:

The Michigan Wildlife Conservancy would like to add their voice to the many being heard about Asian carp getting into the Great
Lakes. Our position as an organization is based on the following beliefs: 
1. We want no chance of the Asian carp getting into Lake Michigan. The Corps of Engineers announced they would study ways to
“reduce the risk” of Asian carp getting in. That is not what Congress mandated be done. The act says to study alternatives that
“prevent” exotic species from transferring between watersheds. 
2. The Canadian citizens bordering the Great Lakes have just as much to lose as we Americans. Hearings in Canada to receive their
concerns is a must. What we do in Chicago may create an international incident, one that could hurt relations between our
countries for a long time. 
3. We are troubled by the Corps of Engineers fixation on the electrical barriers. After a physical separation is completed the
barriers can be dismantled. The only guaranteed way to keep Asian carp out of Lake Michigan is the separate the two systems 
4. We don’t have until 2015 to start construction. Eighteen months seems a reasonable time frame to study alternatives. 

Lastly, in the American Army I served we observed the chain of command, and always followed the orders given to us. That is
what Americans expect from the Chicago District of the Army Corps of Engineers. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Fijalkowski 
Executive Director 
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